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Coffee Scrub: Just take all the ingredients to prepare.n Take 1 cup organic coconut oil with 1/2 cup coffee and sugar.n Place in a glass of
water and give a powerful vigorous massage to the head.n This procedure should last 10 minutes and repeat it 6 times.n Apply the mask
on the scalp and wrap the head with polyethylene and a warm towel. coffee and lemon. Make a hair mask with ground black coffee and
beaten egg yolk (2 cups) and wash your hair as usual. Using a blender to grind these ingredients, you can make this mixture for every
type of hair: oily hair, normal, dry, normal with difficulty. n Brew coffee in milk (about 2 cups) and let it sit for 15 or 20 minutes to
cool. n Add 1/4 cup olive oil and 1/5 cup maple syrup. Applying the mask to the hair should last no more than 2-3 minutes, then rinse
with warm water.n In addition, you can make a biomask by dissolving coffee in a liter of hot water. ground ground roasted coffee and
add 1.5 teaspoons of sugar. Apply to the roots of the hair, spread over the entire length and leave for 30 minutes. A very effective way to
slow down the aging process of the hair: add a few capsules of vitamin B-6 to your coffee. n Mix 1 tbsp. brown unrefined sugar with 1
tbsp. liquid honey. It is not a good place to use coffee to wrap oily and prone to hair loss. There is also a hair mask with coffee and cocoa
butter. n Heat 1 tbsp. water over low heat until the coffee dissolves. This will add some caffeine to the drink.n Mix 2 tbsp. tablespoons
ground brown coffee with 1 teaspoon cinnamon and a spoonful of honey. Heat over a small fire for 5 minutes, stirring constantly. Pour
1.25 cups of ground coffee with 2.5 cups of boiling water, let it brew for a while so that the aromatic coffee becomes brown. foam.
Sniff and add 2 - 3 drops of cinnamon essential oil, or any other essential oil.n Table salt is excellent
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